
Mossberg “BoomJacket”  M700 (Shotgun, Base Value: 17,500¥)

Basic Stats:
12P +2AP SA 1RC 2x5(m)

Modifications:
• Melee Optimized: Optimized for melee combat. +1 Reach, (STR/2+2)P, Clubs.
• Melee Hardening: Modified to be used in physical attacks without damaging or misfiring it.
• Custom Look Lv2 : Provides +2 to intimidation and reputation dice pools when the weapon is used.
• Additional Clip: Contains two internal magazines which can be switched between with a simple action.
• Sling: Provides  +1  to  recoil  compensation  for  the  weapon,  weapon  can  be  carried  at  the  ready with  a  -1  

Concealability or unready with a -2, +2 on any tests to hold onto the weapon.
• Flashlight: Built in flashlight.
• Laser Sight: Provides +1 to dice pool for ranged attacks.

Rumors / Backstory:
This custom Mossberg M700, affectionately called BoomJacket by those that tell the stories, is one of the last  
models of Mossberg Combat Shotguns developed by the company before it went under in the 20's. The weathered 
weapon has been heavily modified from its retail condition, but still feels tight and intimidating in your hands. The  
weapon is heavy duty, bears the scars of numerous battles, has an extra large bore and a solid pump action that's 
almost enough to make you shit your own pants when you rack it. Someone has painted, and repainted numerous  
times over the years, the word "BoomJacket" in white paint along the barrel.

A number of tales tell of this weapon trading hands and showing up in all sorts of conflicts, but no one seems to 
remember where it originally came from. Most famously, it ended up in the hands of a Ares Fire-Watch soldier  
during the very first bug hunts in Chicago when the Containment Zone was established in 2055. 

No one can recall who the soldier was or what happened to him, but legends say the weapon came into his hands 
through as strange and unexpected of circumstances as it left him. Stories tell that the weapon traveled all over  
North America and Europe, often attributed to resistance fighters and supernatural hunts, before changing hands 
and ending up in your lap.

Notes:
• Cannot be equipped with a silencer.
• Cannot be further modified (all modification slots are used up).
• Uncompensated recoil produces double negative modifiers.
• Requires custom ordered, high caliber, high velocity, flechette rounds (150¥ per 10, damage and AP modifiers  

already factored in). These rounds CANNOT be used in other shotguns nor can the weapon use rounds 
from other weapons.
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